February 10, 2014

Dear Apple Shareowner,

**Vote “AGAINST” Proposal 10 at Apple’s February 28th Annual Meeting**

On behalf of the five New York City pension funds (the “NYC Funds”), I urge you to vote AGAINST Proposal 10 at Apple’s annual meeting on February 28, 2014. Proposal 10, which is sponsored by activist investor Carl Icahn, calls for Apple to repurchase $50 billion of stock by September 27, 2014. As long-term shareowners, we believe the proposal is a short-sighted and unnecessary attempt to boost Apple’s current stock price at the expense of its long-term financial flexibility and value creation potential.

There are three fundamental reasons that shareowners should reject Proposal 10 as both too risky and unnecessary:

1. The proposal is overly prescriptive in its amount, timing and structure, and based on incomplete information regarding the company’s plans and prospects.
2. The board, with management, is in a superior position to make major capital decisions and Apple’s board, in particular, has a strong record of creating value for shareowners.
3. The board has already put in place a plan to distribute $100 billion to shareowners in response to investor concerns, and has committed to consider additional distributions.

The NYC Funds have $149 billion in assets and are long-term Apple shareowners, with 2.5 million record date shares valued at $1.3 billion. We are committed to protecting our long-term stake in Apple, which today is our largest single investment. That includes holding the board accountable when it fails to act in the best interests of shareowners; in 2010, Apple agreed to pay $16.5 million and adopt governance reforms to settle a class action suit on improperly backdated stock options brought by one of the five NYC Funds. And it includes actively opposing proposals that could jeopardize Apple’s financial position and long-term flexibility in order to reward short-term investors, as is the case with Mr. Icahn’s proposal.

Absent ongoing concerns with a board’s performance or responsiveness, we believe the board and management are better able to determine the merits, scale, form (i.e. dividends vs. buybacks) and timing of large distributions to shareowners. Such decisions require an understanding of the company’s long-term strategic plan and capital requirements, and should provide some flexibility to respond to changing market conditions and opportunities.
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In Apple’s case, its board has overseen the creation of very significant long-term value for shareowners and, in response to investor concerns, put in place a substantial dividend and repurchase program. It has also committed to consider returning additional capital to shareowners. In an interview last week with the Wall Street Journal, Chief Executive Tim Cook indicated that Apple plans to disclose updates to its buyback program as soon as next month.

As Warren Buffett said last fall in response to Mr. Icahn’s initial $150 billion buyback demand, “I think the Apple management and directors have done a pretty darned good job of running the company, and so my vote would be with them... I do not think that companies should be run primarily to please Wall Street, and largely shareholders who are going to sell.”

Our concerns with Proposal 10 are especially acute because of its prescriptive nature. While non-binding, Mr. Icahn’s proposal could easily have provided the board with some flexibility to exercise its judgment, particularly in light of its more complete information. Instead, it calls for a very large and very specific change to Apple’s capital structure, liquidity and long-term risk profile, and it calls for that change to be completed by September 27, 2014.

Mr. Icahn’s proposed $50 billion share buyback would be in addition to the $100 billion that Apple already plans to distribute to shareowners through 2015 through dividends and repurchases. Including the reported $14 billion in opportunistically-timed buybacks over the past two weeks, Apple has so far distributed about $58 billion and has $42 billion remaining under its plan, including $18 billion under its share repurchase authorization.

An additional $50 billion share repurchase therefore appears excessive, especially in light of Apple’s cash flow and where that cash is. Apple is already using all of its domestic cash flow (net of investments) and $17 billion in new long-term debt to fund dividends and buybacks under its current plan. As a result, its net cash in the U.S. fell from $43 billion at December 31, 2012 to $17 billion at December 31, 2013, and, according to the WSJ (12/30/13), an analyst at Evercore recently estimated that Apple will burn through its cash in U.S. banks by mid-2014.

Because more than 75 percent of Apple’s cash is outside the U.S., the company, to fund the additional $50 billion in buybacks proposed by Mr. Icahn, would either need to pay an estimated 30 percent repatriation tax or borrow money in the U.S. If Apple paid the repatriation tax on its non-U.S. cash, an option Apple opposes, the company’s total cash of $159 billion (at 12/31/13) would be reduced to $122 billion after tax. At the time, Apple had $56 billion remaining under its repurchase and dividend plan. In other words, Mr. Icahn’s proposed $50 billion buyback, in combination with Apple’s remaining availability under its plan, would require Apple to spend the vast majority of its after-tax cash; Apple’s subsequent $14 billion buyback does not fundamentally alter this analysis.

Alternatively, Apple could borrow the money in the U.S. to fund the buybacks, as Mr. Icahn proposes, which would further increase its risk profile and limit its flexibility. Moody’s has already sounded the alarm. In a December 2013 report, the debt rating agency warned: “Despite its massive and growing cash balance, Apple would face heightened credit risk if it were to issue
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significantly more debt to accommodate calls to boost shareholder returns.”

It is important to recognize that, despite its unrivaled cash balances, Apple’s debt ratings from Moody’s and S&P already lag those of such companies as Microsoft, Exxon, and Johnson & Johnson. The reason is the riskier nature of the consumer-driven, rapidly-evolving tech market that Apple serves. Apple may be generating strong cash flow at present, but its ability to do so in the future rests on its ability to continually develop innovative new products.

As Mr. Icahn himself notes in his January 23, 2013 letter to shareowners, the majority of Apple’s revenues come from two products, the iPhone and iPad, first released in 2007 and 2012, respectively. While Apple’s impressive track record for innovation bodes well for the future, it would be short-sighted and foolish to deprive the company of a sufficient cash cushion to weather unwelcome setbacks and seize new opportunities, including major acquisitions. In last week’s interview with the *WSJ*, Tim Cook said, “We have no problem spending 10 figures for the right company.”

Our objective is to maximize our substantial investment in Apple over the long-term, and Proposal 10 is inconsistent with that objective. It is too risky and it is unnecessary.

Therefore, we urge you to join us in voting AGAINST Proposal 10 at Apple’s shareowner meeting on February 28th.

Sincerely,

Scott M. Stringer
New York City Comptroller
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